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AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR HOMECARE OPPOSES

ANY CUT TO DISPENSING FEE FOR HOME

INHALATION DRUG THERAPY

The American Association for Homecare (AAHomecare)

reiterated its strong opposition to any reduction in the Medicare

dispensing fee for home inhalation drug therapy, which is needed

by nearly one million Medicare beneficiaries. In its proposed

2006 physician fee schedule released on August 1, the Centers

for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) suggested that the

2006 dispensing fee “will likely be lower than the 2005 level.” 

“AAHomecare continues to strongly oppose any reduction in

the dispensing fee for home inhalation drug therapy, which is

currently under-reimbursed,” stated Kay Cox, President and

CEO of the American Association for Homecare. “No new

studies have been conducted on dispensing fees, so a proposed

reduction in the fee appears to be premature in light of no

additional data and the few months of experience under the

existing fee amount. In fact, a small inflation increase to the

dispensing fee is warranted and appropriate. Acute care

hospitals, inpatient rehabilitation facilities, skilled nursing

facilities, and other provider sectors have received inflation

increases.” 

“We welcome the opportunity to provide CMS with

information about the cost of dispensing this critical therapy and

look forward to a close dialogue in the weeks ahead. The fee

must account for the numerous, specific costs involved in

dispensing this therapy. Any cut in the fee would make it harder

to provide the therapy to Medicare beneficiaries in the most

cost-effective setting, which is in their homes. Homecare is a key

part of the solution to the nation's Medicare and Medicaid

crisis.” 

Last year, the American Association for Homecare and its

members worked very closely with both the Government

Accountability Office (GAO) and CMS to provide detailed data

that supports a dispensing fee that would cover the costs of

dispensing home inhalation drug therapies for Medicare

beneficiaries. 

In 2004, AAHomecare commissioned a study by Muse and

Associates of 109 pharmacies. The study's findings emphasized

that the 2005 Medicare reimbursement formula based on average

sales price (ASP) would under-reimburse the actual cost of

providing two key drug therapies by $68.10 per monthly supply.

AAHomecare shared with the GAO and CMS information about

the patient-management, pharmacy, compounding, delivery, and

administrative costs of providing these drug therapies and argued

the therapies cannot be provided to Medicare patients at the

ASP formula without a substantial dispensing fee. 

In the proposed rule for the 2005 physician fee schedule

issued last August, CMS proposed an 89 percent

reimbursement cut for the drugs, using the ASP formula, for

albuterol sulfate and ipratropium bromide. The drugs are

commonly prescribed to treat diseases like chronic obstructive

pulmonary disease (COPD), which afflict more than 14 million

Americans. In recognition of the dispensing costs associated

with home inhalation drug therapy for Medicare beneficiaries,

CMS announced last November a $57 monthly dispensing fee

for inhalation therapies for the 2005 physicians fee schedule

and a 90-day fee of $80. 

Homecare delivers value for Americans' healthcare dollar.

The American Association for Homecare is the only national

association that represents every line of service in the

homecare community, including home health and home

medical equipment providers, respiratory and infusion therapy,

telemedicine, rehab and assistive technology, and hospice.

With more than 3,000 member locations, AAHomecare

advances quality healthcare services where patients prefer

them - at home. .....Source:  www.aahomecare.org
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NEW DRUG LOOKS PROMISING FOR LUNG DISEASE

Patients who got roflumilast breathed easier, study finds
Dutch doctors are reporting a successful trial of a new drug

for chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), the

collective name for lung problems that are the fourth-leading

cause of death in the United States.

Most cases of COPD are caused by either chronic

bronchitis, a destructive inflammation of the air-carrying

passages of the lungs; or emphysema, in which the tiny air sacs

in the lungs that allow oxygen to enter the blood are damaged.

Smoking is a leading cause of both conditions.

The new drug, roflumilast, was developed in Europe and is

being tested both there and in the United States in trials

designed to lead to its approval for medical use. It reduces the

inflammation that is a major feature of COPD.

The Dutch trial, the results of which are reported in the

Aug. 13 issue of  The Lancet, was led by lung experts at

Leiden University Medical Center. They enrolled more than

1,100 COPD patients. Half were given standard treatment plus 

roflumilast, in two different doses, while the other half got a

placebo, an inactive substance.

The trial lasted 24 weeks. Over that time, lung function,

measured as the amount of air a person could expel from the

http://www.aahomecare.org
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lungs, improved significantly in patients who got a smaller dose

of roflumilast. Those who got a larger dose reported even more

improvement. There was no improvement in those who did not

get the drug.

The number of severe attacks of breathing problems was 40

percent lower for people who got the larger dose of roflumilast

and 28 percent lower for those getting the smaller dose,

compared to those getting a placebo. And roflumilast 

also improved the quality of life of those who got it."Roflumilast

is a promising candidate for anti-inflammatory COPD

treatment," the researchers concluded. But, they added,

"long-term studies are needed to fully assess the effect on health-

related quality of life."

Such studies are taking place in the United States and

Europe, said Dr. Neil Schachter, professor of pulmonary

medicine and medical director of the respiratory care department

at Mount Sinai Medical Center in New York City. He is 

involved in one of those studies.Anti-inflammatory drugs already

are used to treat COPD, but "this [roflumilast] is a new class of

agent," Schachter said. "It is very specific for a certain enzyme

that is involved in smooth muscle contraction, which is one of

the features of bronchospasm."

Bronchospasm is the sudden narrowing of the air tubes that

causes wheezing and other breathing problems.

Dr. Klaus Rabe is lead author of the new study and chairman of

the department of pulmonology at Leiden University. He said,

"The principle of interfering with this pathway is a very

intriguing concept." But he has concerns about the drug's

possible side effects, mainly those affecting the intestinal tract.

"We were able to provide this medication at concentrations

that were comfortable to the participants," Rabe said of the

study, which he noted is the largest yet done.The U.S. trials "are

for both COPD and asthma patients," Schachter 

said. "It's hoped that they will open a new class of drugs that

have potential for both reducing symptoms of the diseases as

well as hopefully some reversible components of the disease, so

that it may slow down progression of the disease.

"Schachter knows of at least two such studies, each of which

is enrolling participants at a number of medical centers. The

study in which he is involved has completed enrollment of

patients, he said. Since such trials can run for six 

months or a year, results are not expected until some time next

year at the earliest, he said. .....SOURCE: HealthDay News
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SCARED SMOKERS RUSH FOR LUNG CANCER TEST 

Controversial CT scan finds small tumors, but not proven
to save lives

If a simple, painless test can find the world’s deadliest

cancer when it is smaller than a pea — and such a test does

indeed exist — shouldn’t people who are most at risk have one?

Surprisingly, the federal government, American Cancer

Society and a raft of cancer specialists say the answer is “no.”

They are waging an uphill battle as frightened current and former

smokers rush to get a special kind of X-ray that other physicians

are urging for lung cancer detection but that has not yet

conclusively been shown to save lives.

A huge federal study is under way to see if it can, and

answers may come as soon as next year. In the meantime, it’s

generating a classic “can’t wait for science” stampede.

The clamor rose last week with the deaths of newsman

Peter Jennings and “Dallas” star Barbara Bel Geddes, and the

news that “Superman” widow Dana Reeve has lung cancer.

Patricia Dowds and her husband, David Byrom, psychologists

from Long Island, are among the many former smokers who

voted with their wallets and had the $300 test on Friday. “We

do it for our own peace of mind,” Dowds explained.

No one disputes that the test, called a spiral or helical CT

scan, detects lung abnormalities as small as 5 millimeters —

less than a fifth of an inch. The argument is over whether that’s

a good thing.

For every cancer these scans detect, many more “false

positives” occur — harmless bumps and lumps leading to

painful, expensive and unnecessary biopsies and surgeries.

Complications can include lung collapse, bleeding and

infection.

“The concern that we have is false positive rates,” which

range from 25 percent to as high as 60 percent, said Tom

Glynn, the cancer society’s director of science and trends.

“What we don’t want to do is create even more anxiety” by

backing a test that is so imprecise, he said.

Early detection improves survival

Even when cancers are found, experts argue about whether

that’s a benefit or a risk. No one knows how many of these

tumors are so slow-growing that they pose less of a health

threat than the surgery, radiation and chemotherapy used to

treat them.

However, screening proponents say there’s no mystery

about how deadly the disease is, and that survival improves the

sooner it is detected. About 172,570 Americans will be

diagnosed with lung cancer this year and almost as many,

163,510, will die of it.

The morning after Jennings’ death, the chairman of

internal medicine at St. Louis University, Dr. D. Douglas

Miller, contacted the public relations staff, urging them to get

out the word on lung CT scans’ benefits.

Dr. Len Horovitz, a lung specialist at Lenox Hill Hospital

in New York City, also has been urging the test. Though

there’s no proof yet that it improves survival, “I can’t believe it

wouldn’t,” he said. “There are half a dozen people I could

bring into my office today who are alive for that reason.”

As for the risk of unnecessary followup procedures, “You

don’t have to biopsy everything you see,” Horovitz notes.

“You could also elect to watch it,” and do a biopsy only if the

lump appears to be growing.

The scans’ biggest proponent is Dr. Claudia Henschke,

director of the Lung Cancer Screening Program at New

York-Presbyterian Hospital/Weill Cornell Medical Center,

who published a landmark paper in 1999, reporting that the

scans found far more lung tumors than conventional chest

X-rays. “We feel we have evidence that CT screening saves

lives,” not just from that 1,000-person study but followup

work on 30,000 patients around the world, she said.
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But her study isn’t considered the gold-standard kind of

evidence that insurers, policy-makers and scientists require. That

will come from the huge randomized screening study the

National Cancer Institute commissioned after Henschke’s paper

appeared. The cancer society, the American College of

Radiology and other professional groups are participating in the

enormous effort.

As an indication of how eagerly anticipated this study is,

doctors allowed themselves two years to recruit 50,000 people

for it — and got 53,000, four months ahead of schedule, said Dr.

Denise Aberle, the University of California at Los Angeles

scientist leading the study. It will compare regular chest X-rays

to CT scans and see whether either improves survival. If it shows

benefit, “I would feel great,” she said, but won’t recommend it

until then, “and a lot of my peers and the scientific community

are not.”

One is Mary Yagjian, coordinator of lung screening at the

University of Pittsburgh Cancer Institute, who advised against

testing for her own 82-year-old mother, a former smoker at high

risk of lung cancer. “She’s scared to death about getting it,” and

has a brother just diagnosed with cancer and a friend going

through a recurrence now, according to Yagjian.

“It’s important that we complete the definitive studies and

get scientific information,” said Dr. Christine Berg, chief of the

early detection research group at the cancer institute. In the

meantime, doctors have to do the best they can to advise each

patient, considering that person’s smoking history and other risk

factors. “It’s the physician-patient relationship that’s

paramount,” she said.

As contentious as CT scans are, some people are seeking

even more controversial tests — whole body scans. Two years

ago, at the insistence of his wife who did not trust the clean bill

of health he’d gotten from a regular chest X-ray, Hy Muroff of

Windsor, Ontario, went to see Dr. Marc Kahn at EBT-Heart &

Body Imaging in the Detroit suburb of Southfield, Mich.

Muroff, 78 at the time, had smoked but not for 20 years. The

scan showed a tumor behind his heart; the growth was removed

in surgery. He called to schedule another full-body scan a few

weeks ago, after hearing that Jennings was diagnosed with lung

cancer, to make sure his disease hadn’t recurred.

People should get such scans, Muroff said, “only if you want

to stay alive.” .....Source:  MSNBC.com
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TREATMENT BREAKTHROUGH FOR ‘SMOKER’S LUNG’
Researchers are starting clinical trials in humans of what

they hope may be the first effective treatment for “smoker’s

lung” - the UK’s fourth biggest killer - after the therapy showed

success in mice.

Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) is a

condition describing a range of severe inflammatory diseases of

the lungs including chronic bronchitis and emphysema. More

than 90% of cases are caused by cigarette smoking, and even

when a smoker quits the habit, the disease continues, becoming

progressively worse – often until the patient dies from

respiratory failure.

COPD currently kills more than 30,000 people in the UK

every year and is predicted to kill over six million worldwide

by 2020, becoming the world’s third biggest killer.

To date, it has only been possible to ease the symptoms of

COPD. Researchers have failed to understand why steroids –

an effective treatment for asthma-related lung inflammation –

have proved ineffective in treating COPD. Now, scientists at

Imperial College London, UK, have taken the first step

towards a cure for the fatal disease by discovering why it is

resistant to steroid treatment.

Peter Barnes, professor of thoracic medicine, and

colleagues examined the role of an enzyme in the lung cells

called HDAC2, which “switches off” the genes responsible for

causing inflammation. Usually, steroidal drugs are able to

facilitate this process by providing a molecular pathway

between HDAC2 and the appropriate genes. But Barnes

discovered that levels of HDAC2 were very low in COPD

patients, which was why steroids had little effect.

Cheap drug

“Smoking causes oxidative stress in the cells, which

results in reduced production of HDAC2 and much of the

enzyme is in a deactivated form so it doesn’t respond to

treatment by steroids,” Barnes explains.

He realised that by administering low doses of a cheap and

widely available drug – theophylline – he could boost the

levels of the enzyme, and therefore enable steroids to treat

COPD. “Theophylline is a bronchodilator that has been used

for the past 70 years in asthma and COPD patients, but until

now it has always been administered in very high doses. We

found that in very low doses the drug has a different effect – it

appears to activate HDAC2 and increase its production. “We

should be able to prevent people with COPD getting worse and

hopefully allow them to recover,” Barnes says.

Steve Connellan, chair of the British Thoracic Society

COPD consortium, calls the research exciting, but cautions:

“Time will tell as to whether this research which analyses

complex changes down at the cellular level of our bodies will

be successfully translated into real benefits for patients with

smoking-related lung disease.”

The UK team has successfully tested the two-drug

treatment in mice and is about to begin clinical trials in 40

patients.  And the therapy may have further benefits. “We are

collaborating with researchers in other inflammatory diseases

such as rheumatoid arthritis and psoriasis, where patients have

ceased to respond to steroids, to see whether low doses of

theophylline could potentially benefit these patients too,”

Barnes says.

The research will be presented at the British Endocrine

Society meeting in Harrogate, UK, on 6 April.

.....Source:  http://www.brit-thoracic.org.uk/ 
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STUDY SAYS HOMEOPATHIC MEDICINES DON’T

WORK 

Evidence suggests remedies offer placebo effect, but no
real benefits
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 The world may be beating a path to the doors of

homeopathic practitioners as an alternative to conventional

medicines, but according to a new study they may just as well be

taking nothing. The study, published in the respected Lancet

medical journal, is likely to anger the growing numbers of

devoted practitioners of and adherents to alternative therapies

that include homeopathy. “There was weak evidence for a

specific effect of homeopathic remedies, but strong evidence for

specific effects of conventional interventions,” the study

concluded. “This finding is compatible with the notion that the

clinical effects of homeopathy are placebo effects,” it added after

examining findings from 110 homeopathy trials and an equal

number of conventional medical trials.

In an editorial, the Lancet urged doctors to tell their patients

they were wasting their time taking homeopathic medicines --

but also to make more time to connect with the patients rather

than just prescribing and forgetting. “Now doctors need to be

bold and honest with their patients about homeopathy’s lack of

benefits, and with themselves about the failings of modern

medicine to address patients’ needs for personalized care,” the

journal said. Entitled “The end of homeopathy”, the editorial

queried how homeopathy was growing in popularity by leaps

and bounds when for the past 150 years trials had found it

ineffective. “It is the attitudes of patients and providers that

engender alternative-therapy seeking behaviors which create a

greater threat to conventional care -- and patients’ welfare -- than

do spurious arguments of putative benefits from absurd

dilutions,” it said.

Booming sales

Practitioners of homeopathic medicine, invented in the late

1700s by German physician Samuel Hahnemann, believe that the

weaker the solution, the more effective the medicine. In Britain

alone, sales of homeopathic medicines have grown by a third in

the past five years to 32 million pounds in 2004. The study’s

lead author and statistical analyst Matthias Egger of

Switzerland’s University of Berne, said once data from small,

less rigorous trials was extracted and evident bias in both taken

into account, the conclusions were inescapable. “We

acknowledge that to prove a negative is impossible, but we have

shown that the effects seen in placebo-controlled trials of

homeopathy are compatible with the placebo-hypothesis,” he

wrote.

But the British Homeopathic Association (BHA), which says

it has 1,000 doctors on its books, strongly disagreed. “The report

should be treated with extreme caution. It is being heavily spun,”

Peter Fisher, clinical director at the Royal London Homeopathic

Hospital, said on behalf of the BHA. “For a prestigious medical

journal it is a strange bit of reporting. It is a small sample and

they don’t even tell you what they are basing this on. Yet they

come to these very sweeping conclusions and write this very

strongly worded editorial. Homeopathy has been suffering these

types of attacks for 200 years but it goes from strength to

strength because people want it and many studies prove it

works.”

.....Source:  MSNBC.com
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SKIN CELLS CONVERTED TO STEM CELLS

Scientists' Work Could Clear Moral Hurdle to
Embryonic Research

Scientists for the first time have turned ordinary skin cells

into what appear to be embryonic stem cells -- without having

to use human eggs or make new human embryos in the

process, as has always been required in the past, a Harvard

research team announced yesterday.

The technique uses laboratory-grown human embryonic

stem cells -- such as the ones that President Bush has already

approved for use by federally funded researchers -- to

"reprogram" the genes in a person's skin cell, turning that skin

cell into an embryonic stem cell itself. The approach -- details

of which are to be published this week in the journal Science

but were made public on the journal's Web site yesterday -- is

still in an early stage of development. But if further studies

confirm its usefulness, it could offer an end run around the

heated social and religious debate that has for years

overshadowed the field of human embryonic stem cell

research.

Since the new stem cells in this technique are essentially

rejuvenated versions of a person's own skin cells, the DNA in

those new stem cells matches the DNA of the person who

provided the skin cells. In theory at least, that means that any

tissues grown from those newly minted stem cells could be

transplanted into the person to treat a disease without much

risk that they would be rejected, because they would constitute

an exact genetic match.

Until now, the only way to turn a person's ordinary cell

into a "personalized" stem cell such as this was to turn that

ordinary cell into an embryo first and later destroy the embryo

to retrieve the new stem cells growing inside -- a process

widely known as "therapeutic cloning." That prospect, like

others in the promising arena of human embryonic stem cell

research, has stirred strong emotions among those who believe

that days-old human embryos should not be intentionally

destroyed.

Embryonic stem cells are capable of becoming virtually

any kind of cell or tissue and are being intensely studied

around the world as the core of a newly emerging field of

regenerative medicine, in which researchers hope to grow new

tissues to revitalize ailing organs. Although human embryonic

stem cells have never been tested in humans, some researchers

expect human clinical trials to begin within a year or so.

Researchers caution, however, that like many other nascent

therapies that initially seemed promising, stem cells may never

live up to their promise.

If some lingering, and potentially daunting, uncertainties

can be dealt with successfully, the new technique "may

circumvent some of the logistical and societal concerns" that

have hampered much of the research in this country, Chad A.

Cowan, Kevin Eggan and colleagues from the Harvard Stem

Cell Institute report in the Science article. More immediately,

the new work could have an impact on Capitol Hill, where the

Senate is poised to vote on legislation -- already passed by the

House -- that would loosen Bush's restrictions on human

embryonic research. Last month, Senate Majority Leader Bill
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Frist (R-Tenn.) surprised many of his colleagues by announcing

he would break with the president and support the Senate bill,

which Bush has promised to veto.

Some opponents of relaxing the current restrictions have

argued that new techniques will soon eliminate the need to use

human eggs or embryos to make cells that are, for all intents and

purposes, human embryonic stem cells. They and others have for

some months predicted that if such new findings were to emerge,

they could shift the balance of votes in the Senate.

The researchers emphasize in their report that the technique

is still far from finding an application in medicine. Most

important, they note: Because it involves the fusion of a stem

cell and a person's ordinary skin cell, the process leads to the

creation of a hybrid cell. While that cell has all the

characteristics of a new embryonic stem cell, it contains the

DNA of the person who donated the skin cell and also the DNA

that was in the initial embryonic stem cell. At some point before

these hybrid cells are coaxed to grow into replacement parts to

be transplanted into a person, that extra DNA must be extracted,

the researchers write.

The team describes this task as a "substantial technical

barrier" to the clinical use of stem cells made by the new

technique. They do not mention that several teams, including

ones in Illinois and Australia, have said in recent interviews that

they are making progress removing stem cell DNA from such

hybrid cells. None of those teams has published details of their

results. But several leading researchers have said they believe it

will be feasible to remove the extra DNA.

Some even suspect that the new technique for making

personalized stem cells would still work even if the "starter"

stem cells' DNA were removed before those cells were fused to

the skin cells. It is not clear whether the genetic reprogramming

imposed upon the skin cells by the fused stem cells requires the

initial presence of the stem cells' DNA, or whether fluids in the

initial stem cells can do the job themselves.

"Their data are certainly very good . . . and quite

significant," said John Gearhart, a stem cell researcher at Johns

Hopkins Medical Institutions. But the extra DNA "is

problematic."

"I think we have to keep our eye on the ball here," Gearhart

said. "If this stuff proves to work, that's wonderful. But we're just

not there yet, and it's going to take a long time to demonstrate

that. Meanwhile, other techniques already work well. So let's get

on with it."

Still, it is fascinating, Gearhart said, to see such good

evidence that something in embryonic stem cells is able to turn

an ordinary skin cell into the equivalent of an embryonic stem

cell -- a genetic alchemy apparently accomplished by turning key

genes in the skin cell either "on" or "off."

Even if the work does not lead directly to clinical

applications, he and the Harvard researchers said, it is likely to

boost the amount and quality of research into what stem cells

really are and how they work.

.....Source:  The Washington Post Company
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HOW MUCH EXERCISE IS ENOUGH FOR WOMEN? 

Fitness needs for females different from men's,

researchers say 

 For the first time, researchers have established how much

exercise women should be able to do for their age and found

that their capacity is slightly lower than men’s. It also declines

a bit faster than men’s as they grow older.

Women whose exercise capacity was less than 85 percent

of what it should be were twice as likely to die within eight

years, the researchers found. Until now, the only guidelines

available were based on men and it wasn’t certain whether

they applied to women as well. But as more women are being

included in medical research, gender differences in some

diseases and other health issues are emerging.

The researchers found that to be true for fitness levels.

They used the results of 5,721 exercise stress tests on women

over 35 to figure out what should be considered normal for

them compared to the established fitness levels for men.

Lower fitness levels among women

"In general, women’s fitness levels seem to be lower

regardless of her age than for men,” said Dr. Martha Gulati, a

Chicago cardiologist who led the study.

While fitness declines with age for everyone, the research

showed the difference between men and women becomes more

pronounced with age, she said. Women lose about 1 percent of

their exercise capacity per year, their study found. “Given that

we live longer, it just emphasizes the importance of fitness for

women,” said Gulati, who along with a fellow researcher has a

patent pending for the fitness guidelines. Their findings are

reported in Thursday’s New England Journal of Medicine.

Treadmill stress tests are routinely used to diagnose heart

disease, often after someone complains of symptoms such as

chest pains or shortness of breath. The heart’s activity is

monitored while the person walks on the treadmill. The tests

cost about $900 at Northwestern Memorial Hospital where

Gulati works.

The 5,721 Chicago area women who took the treadmill test

in 1992, however, didn’t have any symptoms or history of

heart problems. They were given a standard stress test with the

speed and incline of the treadmill increased every three

minutes until they became tired or had other problems.

Their exercise capacity was estimated in metabolic

equivalents (METs), based on the speed and grade of the

treadmill. One MET is the amount of energy or oxygen used to

sit quietly for a minute. Moderate walking burns 3 to 6 METs

per minute; running consumes more than 6 METs.

A formula for exercise

Using data from the volunteers, the researchers came up

with a formula to determine the normal fitness level for

women. A 50-year-old woman, for example, should be able to

reach 8.2 METs. For a 50-year-old man, the predicted exercise

capacity is 9.2 METs, based on a different equation.

Although stress tests are relatively inexpensive, Gulati said

it isn’t necessary to have one to find out what MET level you

are achieving. Exercise machines at health clubs do the

calculation automatically. “All of them spit out how many

METs you’re doing depending on how hard you’re working,”
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she said. “A lot of people don’t know what it means.”

Dr. Gerald Fletcher, a cardiologist at the Mayo Clinic in

Jacksonville, Fla., and a spokesman for the American Heart

Association, said the guidelines for women will help doctors

encourage patients with poor fitness levels to get more exercise

to reach their expected MET level. “Overall, I think this is a very

good guideline to be done carefully in people who are not at high

risk,” he said.

Gulati and her colleagues also tested their fitness equation to

see how well it predicted survival during the eight years the

volunteers were followed and in another group of 4,471 women

with heart-disease symptoms who were followed for five years.

In both groups, women who did under 85 percent of their

MET level had twice the risk of death compared to those who

did more than 85 percent.

In an accompanying editorial, Drs. William E. Kraus and

Pamela S. Douglas suggest that doctors should ask their patients

about their exercise habits during each office visit and pay more

attention to the fitness levels of those who have stress tests.

“We hope that this report will provide a stimulus to

reintroduce fitness assessments into the routine clinical

environment for both women and men,” they wrote.

.....Source:  New England Journal of Medicine
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FOR THE REST OF US: TAKE-HOME FITNESS

LESSONS THAT WON'T BREAK THE BANK

Commissioning a luxury home is a bit outside your means,

you say? Sorry, that doesn't earn you a pass straight to the

Barcalounger. Designing fitness into your nest isn't an idea

limited to the rich, say exercise experts. With a bit of

ingenuity—perversity or pigheadedness may do even better

—you can make your home a fitness site on practically a

pauper's budget. Here are some ideas:

• Challenge yourself vertically. Integrating fitness into your

house or apartment means, first, taking advantage of features

that already exist, according to Jeffrey Potteiger, professor of

physical education, health and sport studies at Miami

University in Oxford, Ohio, and a fellow at the American

College of Sports Medicine. "Remember that a StairMaster

is just going up and down stairs," he said. The challenge:

finding incentives to make you use those steps more often --

whether it's leaving your jogging shoes on an upper floor or

vowing to answer every other phone call on the upstairs line.

It won't work for everyone. "Truthfully, I find it boring,"

Potteiger said of stair climbing as exercise. His solution: Listen

to music while you do it. Or move the TV to the top of the stairs.

Cost: Nothing.

• Stretch your notion of equipment. With the help of resistance

bands, a sturdy door can become a strength-training center,

said Neal Pire, chair of the personal training certification

committee for the American College of Sports Medicine.

Over-the-door gyms sold by Altus and Everlast use a

mounted pulley system of bungee bands that vary in

resistance, enabling seated rows, triceps pull-downs, and

even Pilates. Cost: $30 and up, online and at area sporting

goods stores.

• Start stepping. Pedometers that count your every step have

been shown effective in spurring exercise among those

trying to walk their way to fitness. Gregory Florez,

spokesman for the American Council on Exercise,

suggests wearing a pedometer in the house. "Five thousand

steps is a good goal" for the portion of the day spent

indoors, he said. Playing with kids and pets will get you

moving with a purpose. So, of course -- lucky you -- will

sweeping, mopping and vacuuming. "Do your laundry in

steps," said Florez. "Wash and dry, but fold in a different

room, upstairs if possible." 

Cost: Pedometers cost about $10 to $35 online and in

sporting goods stores.

.....Source:  The Washington Post Company

¤

COPD: MANAGEMENT OF ACUTE EXACERBATIONS

AND CHRONIC STABLE DISEASE

Acute exacerbations of chronic obstructive pulmonary

disease (COPD) are treated with oxygen (in hypoxemic

patients), inhaled beta_2 agonists, inhaled anticholinergics,

antibiotics and systemic corticosteroids. Methylxanthine

therapy may be considered in patients who do not respond to

other bronchodilators. Antibiotic therapy is directed at the

most common pathogens, including /Streptococcus

pneumoniae/, /Haemophilus influenzae/ and /Moraxella

catarrhalis/. Mild to moderate exacerbations of COPD are

usually treated with older broad-spectrum antibiotics such as

doxycycline, trimethoprim-sulfamethoxazole and

amoxicillin-clavulanate potassium. Treatment with augmented

penicillins, fluoroquinolones, third-generation cephalosporins

or aminoglycosides may be considered in patients with more

severe exacerbations. The management of chronic stable

COPD always includes smoking cessation and oxygen therapy.

Inhaled beta_2 agonists, inhaled anticholinergics and systemic

corticosteroids provide short-term benefits in patients with

chronic stable disease. Inhaled corticosteroids decrease airway

reactivity and reduce the use of health care services for

management of respiratory symptoms. Preventing acute

exacerbations helps to reduce long-term complications.

Long-term oxygen therapy, regular monitoring of pulmonary

function and referral for pulmonary rehabilitation are often

indicated. Influenza and pneumococcal vaccines should be

given. Patients who do not respond to standard therapies may

benefit from surgery. 

.....Source:  Am Fam Physician 2001;64:603-12,621-2

¤

CHIEF MEDICAL OFFICER FOCUSES ON LUNG

DISORDERS

Britain needs a new National Service framework on

chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), the Chief

Medical Officer has insisted.COPD is an umbrella term for a

number of chronic lung disorders including chronic bronchitis,

emphysema, chronic obstructive airway disease and chronic

airway flow limitation. 

In his annual report on the state of public health, Sir Liam

Donaldson (pictured) calls for more consistent standards of

care for COPD. "COPD affects over 3 million people a year in
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the UK and results in 30,000 deaths - which is almost double the

European average," he said. "The public health burden of COPD

is certain to rise. "I want to see a greater focus on COPD by local

health services and a consistent standard of care for patients

across the country. I recommend a new National Service

framework." 

       COPD is mainly preventable as it is primarily

smoking-related. The report demands tighter controls on cheap

tobacco, in order to reduce smoking-related illness and death.

"Smuggled and cheap tobacco undermines health and health

inequality goals by making tobacco widely available at much

cheaper prices," he said. 

       Other key public health issues in the report are: food

purchasing in the public sector such as hospital catering, the

importance of patient safety alerts, and the increasing problem of

gastroschisis - a major defect of the abdominal wall present at

birth. 

       The report concludes: "Every one of us has a role to play in

addressing the issues raised. Public discussion as well as

individual and collective action does make a difference in

improving health and the quality of healthcare in this country." 

Source:  http://www.staffnurse.com

¤

CONSUMER REPORTS INVESTIGATES IONIZING AIR

CLEANERS-- Consumer's Union Says FTC Should
Examine Ads for Unsubstantiated Claims 

 The May issue of Consumer Reports (CR) presents new

concerns about ionizing air cleaners: among five models that did

a poor job of cleaning the air, several can expose users to

potentially harmful ozone levels. Months of unbiased testing and

expert investigation demonstrate why the five ionizing models

with poor performance, including those with relatively high

ozone generation, are "Not Recommended".

Ozone from ionizing air cleaners is a growing concern as

sales increase. People with asthma or respiratory allergies are

especially sensitive to indoor ozone, an irritant that can worsen

asthma, deaden sense of smell, raise sensitivity to pollen and

mold, and may cause permanent lung damage.

CR tested ionizing air cleaners for ozone levels and for their

ability to remove dust, cigarette smoke, and pollen from the air.

According to CR’s independent test results, the following

models are Not Recommended because they perform poorly and

emit relatively high levels of ozone: Brookstone Pure-Ion V2;

Sharper Image Professional Series Ionic Breeze Quadra S1737

SNX; Ionic Pro CL-369; IonizAir P4620; and Surround Air

XJ-2000.

All five ionizers failed the industry standard sealed-room test

for ozone levels replicated for this report by producing more than

50 parts per billion (ppb) of ozone near the machine. This limit is

used by manufacturers who submit their air cleaners to a

voluntary standard that includes a test to measure ozone levels in

a sealed room. In further CR tests within a well ventilated open

lab, the IonizAir P4620 and the Surround Air XJ 2000 emitted

more than 150 and 300 ppb of ozone, respectively, near the

machine. While readings were far lower three feet away,

consumers could be exposed to higher ozone levels than those

CR measured at three feet if they take a cue from

manufacturers. On their packaging, some manufacturers show

these machines near a sleeping person, close to and facing a

sofa, or on a desk near a keyboard. One manufacturer

recommends putting its model near those suffering from

breathing or other health problems.

If a consumer owns one of the five poor performing

ionizers, CR suggests trying to return it for a refund. 

However, not all air cleaners produce significant amounts of

ozone. The top-performing Friedrich C-90A, an ionizing

electrostatic precipitator model, is very effective and emits

little ozone. Another fine performer that emits little ozone is

the Whirlpool 45030, which is a HEPA-filter model.

How CR tested ionizing air cleaners for ozone levels:

CR replicated the test used by manufacturers by using a

sealed polyethylene room specified by Underwriters

Laboratories Standard 867. Ozone levels were measured two

inches from each machine’s air discharge in accordance with

the standard. Because people don’t live in sealed plastic rooms,

CR also tested these ionizing air cleaners in an open

well-ventilated lab. In this test, CR measured ozone levels two

inches from the machines, as it did in the sealed room test, and

three feet away, since ozone becomes diluted and dissipates

rapidly indoors.

About the risks of indoor ozone:

Ionizers now account for about 25 percent of the roughly

$410 million per year spent on air cleaners. Experts agree that

an ozone concentration of more than 80 ppb for eight hours or

longer can cause coughing, wheezing, and chest pain while

worsening asthma and deadening sense of smell. A 14-year

study of 95 urban areas in the U.S. found a clear link between

small increases in ozone and higher death rates. The study,

which appeared in the November 2004 Journal of the

American Medical Association, predicts that a 10-ppb increase

in ozone over eight hours could lead to roughly 3,700

premature deaths per year in some cities.

While ozone dissipates indoors, it can create other

pollutants in the process. Air cleaners need not meet ozone

limits—not for the Environmental Protection Agency, which

regulates only outdoor air, nor for the Food and Drug

Administration, since it does not consider them medical

devices. No federal agency sets indoor ozone limits for homes.

The Consumer Product Safety Commission is reviewing data

on all air cleaners that create ozone and is evaluating whether

the 50-ppb industry standard is adequate protection for

consumers.

Recommendations:

Consumers Union, the independent, nonprofit publisher of

CR, believes that the Consumer Product Safety Commission

should set indoor ozone limits for all air cleaners and mandate

performance tests and labels disclosing the results. The Federal

Trade Commission should take a close look at air-cleaner ads

to determine whether they include unsubstantiated claims. CR
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advises thinking twice about buying any air cleaner before

following a few simple low- or no-cost cleaning methods,

suggested by the Environmental Protection Agency and the

American Lung Association, such as reducing indoor pollutants

and keeping your home ventilated. If consumers buy an air

cleaner, choose one that works from models CR recommends in

the Ratings chart.

CR illustrates where ozone is produced inside ionizing air

cleaners. CR also illustrates the inside of a HEPA air cleaner to

demonstrate how many air cleaners operate.

The fact sheet below shows how some ads include

endorsements that mean little for people who are shopping for an

air cleaner.

Consumer Reports investigated seals of approval that appear

in advertisements for air cleaners. A Seal of Truth from the

Asthma and Allergy Foundation of America (AAFA) appears in

ads from Sharper Image and Oreck. Sharper Image ads also

display a Seal of Approval from the British Allergy Foundation,

now Allergy UK. The May CR Closeup feature, "Air Cleaners:

The Truth Behind the Accolades," shows that these

endorsements mean little for consumers who are trying to choose

an air cleaner. Some of the key results of CR’s investigation

follow:

Asthma and Allergy Foundation Seal of Truth

— AAFA’s literature says that its seal is not an endorsement

or statement of clinical efficacy, but the words on the seal for

Sharper Image’s Ionic Breeze imply otherwise. The organization

says it program isn’t a comparison but, rather, "helps consumers

distinguish truthful product claims relating to asthma and

allergies, regardless of how products compare to each other."

According to an AAFA representative, members of the panel

saw a CR air-cleaners report that found the Ionic Breeze

ineffective, but granted the seal anyway. The Asthma and

Allergy Foundation (AAFA) Seal of Truth program is open to

manufacturers who submit a $5,000 application fee to be

considered.

— According to the AAFA, companies are asked to submit

"independent" research for review by a panel of experts that

includes MDs, PhDs, and Masters of Public Health. The

organization would not identify its experts, citing confidentiality

concerns, nor would it show CR the research submitted as part of

the seal program. Fewer than 12 allergy related products have

the seal; Sharper Image’s Ionic Breeze and Oreck’s XL are the

only air cleaners with it.

British Allergy Foundation Seal of Approval

— The British Allergy Foundation, now Allergy UK, says its

Seal of Approval is an endorsement. A manufacturer submits a

fee for new testing by an "independent scientific consultant" or a

review of its own independent tests. The group says a

39-member panel of experts sets specific protocols for each

product, but it would not disclose detailed information about its

review protocol.

— What’s more, Allergy UK states on its web site that its

endorsement does not mean that a product will necessarily

reduce an allergy sufferer’s symptoms.

Association of Home Appliance Manufacturers clean-air

delivery rate certifications

— Many air-cleaner models, including the Friedrich and

Whirlpool CR tested for its May report, have clean-air delivery

rate (CADR) certifications. Seals are issued by the Association

of Home Appliance Manufacturers (AHAM). A manufacturer

must submit its line to independent lab tests or have its results

verified by an AHAM designated lab. The seal lists CADR

results and the room size that a model can effectively clean. It

also notes that a higher CADR is better. While the numbers are

a good guide to an air cleaner’s effectiveness, consumers must

check one of AHAM’s Web sites http://www.cadr.org to

compare models.

— Generally, CR judges CADR values above 350

excellent and those below 75 poor.

.....Source:  Consumers Union

¤

ASK DR. PETTY

Can You Get Too Much Oxygen at Home?

Q. Is it possible to get too much  oxygen while using at home

and are there symptoms?

 

A.  The quick answer is no. There is too much concern about

taking more oxygen than you need. The old dogma that it may

drive up your carbon dioxide is wrong, unless you breathe very

high oxygen concentrations from a mask. The mechanisms

behind this are complicated. 

 You will not get carbon dioxide retention from nasal

oxygen, unless you are very sick and get exhausted to the point

that your respiratory muscles tire out.  This is not the fault of

the oxygen, but the disease state. 

 You still need the oxygen to support of your ventilation. 

.....Dr. Tom [Petty]

¤

PANCREATIC CANCER RISK HIGHER IN NEWLY

DIAGNOSED DIABETES PATIENTS 50 AND OLDER

Study findings offer hope of identifying new at-risk
population for pancreatic cancer - 

According to a study published  in the American

Gastroenterological Association (AGA) journal

Gastroenterology, 1 in 120 people newly diagnosed with

diabetes age 50 and older have a higher risk of developing

pancreatic cancer--a risk that is eight times more than expected

for the general population. For years, there has been

controversy over whether type 2 diabetes predisposes people to

pancreatic cancer or if diabetes is an indicator of underlying

pancreatic cancer. This is the first study to evaluate the

importance of using age at diabetes diagnosis as an indicator

for pancreatic cancer and suggests a new population to be

tested for pancreatic cancer. 

"Pancreatic cancer has a dismal prognosis because it is

usually far advanced by the time people learn of their
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condition," said Suresh T. Chari, MD, lead study author. "Early

diagnosis of pancreatic cancer is nearly impossible due to the

lack of a known population at risk for the disease and an accurate

screening test. We hope that our research leads to additional

studies confirming that older people with newly diagnosed

diabetes should be checked for pancreatic cancer." 

Pancreatic cancer is the fourth-leading cancer killer in the

United States and it is estimated that nearly 32,000 people will

die in 2005 from the disease. Most often, the disease does not

present symptoms and is usually detected in advanced stages.

Only 23 percent of patients with pancreatic cancer survive more

than a year after diagnosis and 4 percent survive for five years.

Older Americans are at great risk for developing pancreatic

cancer--almost all patients are over the age of 50. In addition,

pancreatic cancer is more common in people with diabetes, with

the greatest risk existing in the first five years after diagnosis.

According to the American Diabetes Association, more than 18

percent of the U.S. population over the age of 60 has diabetes. 

Researchers at the Mayo Clinic College of Medicine

conducted a population-based study to evaluate the usefulness of

using new-onset diabetes as an underlying marker for pancreatic

cancer. The study population included 2,122 patients from

Rochester, MN, aged 50 and older who were diagnosed with

diabetes between 1950 and 1995. Of these, 18 were found to

have pancreatic cancer within three years. Researchers compared

these results with rates expected for people of similar age and

sex without diabetes. 

While study findings show that older patients have less than

a 1 percent chance of having pancreatic cancer as the cause of

their diabetes, they are still considered a high-risk group for

developing the cancer. Between 55 and 65 percent of people

with pancreatic cancer have hyperglycemia and diabetes. For

these factors to be useful in establishing the need for screening in

relatively asymptomatic patients, researchers say it is necessary

to find the difference between pancreatic cancer-induced

diabetes and type 2 diabetes. 

"More research is needed to determine if using increased

sugar levels as an indicator of pancreatic cancer is feasible," said

Dr. Chari. "Future research has the potential to lead to a

screening test for this 'silent killer' that quickly claims thousands

of lives each year." .....Source:  www.gastro.org 

 ¤

 NEW HELP TO QUIT SMOKING

Researchers may have figured out how a drug called
methoxsalen may help smokers quit smoking. 

Methoxsalen blocks nicotine breakdown, write Jason Yano,

PhD, and colleagues in Nature Structural & Molecular Biology.

With nicotine intact, smokers may not crave cigarettes as much.

Methoxsalen also appears to block cancer-causing chemicals in

tobacco from breaking down into even more harmful

components, write the researchers. 

The findings could lead to new quit-smoking medicines,

writes Yano. He works in the molecular and experimental

medicine department of the Scripps Research Institute in La

Jolla, Calif. 

About Methoxsalen 

Methoxsalen's brand names include Oxsoralen,

Oxsoralen-Ultra, Uvadex, 8-MOP, and, in Canada, Ultra MOP. 

Methoxsalen is in a group of drugs called psoralens. It is used

along with ultraviolet light to treat the skin conditions psoriasis

and vitiligo, as well as a type of lymphoma called mycosis

fungoides. 

Side Effects 

Methoxsalen is a prescription drug that requires close

medical supervision. It was not originally designed to help

people quit smoking. Methoxsalen's side effects include

sensitivity to light, skin cancer, premature skin aging, and

cataracts. Being exposed to sun while taking methoxsalen can

lead to serious burns. The drug is also not recommended for

pregnant patients. It's not known if the drug can be passed

through breast milk, so women who breastfeed should discuss

the drug's risks with their doctor. Methoxsalen may react with

certain foods (such as carrots, celery, figs, limes, mustard, and

parsley). Those foods should be avoided while taking

methoxsalen. 

Drug's Effects on Nicotine 

How does methoxsalen affect nicotine and tobacco? The

drug targets a protein called CYP2A6, which breaks down

nicotine and tobacco's cancer-causing chemicals, write the

researchers. Yano and colleagues aren't recommending

methoxsalen to smokers. They didn't test the drug on smokers

who wanted to kick the cigarette habit. Instead, Yano's team

wanted to figure out how methoxsalen affected CYP2A6.

Methoxsalen's structure "should aid the design of inhibitors to

reduce smoking and tobacco-related cancers," write the

researchers. .....Source:  WebMD Inc. 

¤

NEW HOPE FOR THOSE WITH HIGH BLOOD

PRESSURE

 More than two-thirds of the 65 million Americans with

high blood pressure require two or more anti-hypertensive

drugs to manage their condition. Many of these people also

take medicines for high cholesterol and diabetes. That makes

for a heaping mound of pills to swallow every day. 

"Anybody can take a few drugs for a few months, but

these people have to be on drugs indefinitely," said Dr. John

D. Bisognano, an associate professor of medicine and director

of cardiac rehabilitation and clinical preventive cardiology at

the University of Rochester Medical Center in Rochester, N.Y. 

But there is encouraging news on the horizon for people

with high blood pressure. Easier-to-take medications and novel

drugs and devices promise to improve long-term hypertension

management. Basic research continues to sort out the causes of

hypertension. And vigorous prevention initiatives aimed at

sparing children from this chronic health problem breed hope

for future generations of Americans. 

Hypertension, often called "the silent killer," usually

occurs without symptoms but remains a leading risk factor for

stroke, heart attack, heart failure and kidney disease. The only
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way to find out if you have it is to have a blood pressure reading. 

High blood pressure is literally the force exerted as blood

pumps into the arteries through the circulatory system and as the

arteries resist the flow of blood, says the American Heart

Association. Systolic pressure, the "upper" number in a blood

pressure test, measures the force when your heart is beating; the

"lower" diastolic number reflects the pressure when the heart is

resting between beats. 

A normal blood pressure for adults is less than 120 mmHg

over less than 80 mmHg, and a reading of 140/90 mmHg or

higher is considered high, requiring medical intervention. 

In 2003, the Joint National Committee on Prevention,

Detection, Evaluation, and Treatment of High Blood Pressure, a

panel convened by the federal government, added a new blood

pressure category, called "prehypertension" -- to put people on

warning about the potential risk they face. Prehypertension is

defined as a pressure of 120-139/80-89 mmHg. 

For people with diabetes or kidney disease, the goal is to

reduce blood pressure to 130/80 mmHg. "One of the problems

you run into is people who are at the highest risk -- the people

with diabetes and kidney disease -- often require lots of

medications to get their blood pressure down, because every

medication gives you about a 10- to 15-point drop or so,"

Bisognano said. "If you're starting at 200 and need to go to 130,

that's a lot of medications," he added. 

No single medication has proved to be the magic bullet for

lowering blood pressure, so doctors typically rely on a number of

different pharmaceuticals, including diuretics, angiotensin

receptor blockers, angiotensin converting enzyme inhibitors, beta

blockers and calcium channel blockers. 

Pharmaceutical developers are responding to the need to

make it easier for hypertensive patients to comply with

medication regimens by developing new combination products.

In the future, we will see more fixed-dose combos of

antihypertensive medications as well as pills that can treat more

than one risk factor at a time, predicts LeadDiscovery, a United

Kingdom-based research outfit. 

Pfizer Inc. was the first to offer such a two-in-one product.

In 2004, the company received approval from the U.S. Food and

Drug Administration to begin marketing Caduet, a pill that

contains both Norvasc for lowering high blood pressure and

Lipitor for treating high cholesterol. 

There are a few new agents in the pipeline that hold promise.

One novel class of medications, called oral Renin inhibitors,

works by targeting an enzyme released by the kidneys that can

affect blood pressure. The first of these agents to be introduced

on the market is likely to be Aliskiren, a Novartis drug currently

in phase III testing. Analysts expect the company to seek

regulatory approval in 2006 and are forecasting blockbuster sales

topping $1 billion by 2008 and reaching $3.6 billion by 2012,

LeadDiscovery reports. 

Meantime, even a gadget to keep blood pressure at bay is

being tested. In March, doctors at the University of Rochester

Medical were the first in the nation to implant the Rheos, a

battery-operated generator that activates the body's natural blood

pressure regulation systems. Much like a pacemaker regulates

heart rhythm, this device stimulates nerves in the carotid

arteries to tell the brain to reduce blood pressure. Bisognano is

part of the team that is testing the device. 

Still, preventing hypertension in the first place is a far

better thing than having to rely on medicines or machines,

clinicians agree. That is why the National Hypertension

Association (NHA) has focused on basic research and

education. 

NHA researchers have shown, for example, that

salt-sensitive rats get high blood pressure when exposed to

excess salt. "But the salt resistant ones are not bothered by it at

all; their kidneys get rid of it," noted Dr. William M. Manger,

NHA chairman and clinical professor of medicine at New

York University Medical Center. At least in salt-sensitive rats,

it appears that excess salt to the brain causes hypertension, he

said. How that will play out in humans is still unknown, but

investigators are hopeful. .....Source:  Health Day News

¤

CAN YOU REALLY BOOST YOUR METABOLISM? 

Burn calories—even while you sleep!—with a little
strength training. Sounds great. But does it work? 

Let me say right up front that I'm a big fan of strength

training. Muscle is sleek and sexy, and I wish I had more.

Muscle is also functional; it helps you do stuff. More muscle

can help you run faster, for example, or slow down the nasty

effects of aging, or get you an invite every time one of your

friends needs to move heavy furniture. The problem is,

strength training has been vastly oversold as a

metabolism-boosting calorie burner. It's time for a reality

check.

First, let's do a quick review of Metabolism 101. To lose

weight, you want to increase your total calorie burn, which

scientists call TEE (total energy expenditure; get ready for a

parade of acronyms). To raise your TEE, you need to increase

one or more of its four key parts: BMR, TEF, PAEE, and

EPOC. Got that? Don't worry, I'll explain.

Your basal metabolic rate, or BMR, is essentially the

calories you burn at rest. Also called resting energy

expenditure, your BMR is important because it makes up a

large percentage of total calorie burn, but unfortunately you

can't do much about it. Your BMR is mostly determined by

your genetic makeup and body weight. The only big-time way

to boost your BMR is to gain weight, which will do nothing to

help you wiggle into a bathing suit. 

The thermic effect of feeding (TEF) is otherwise known as

the energy your body expends while digesting food. The TEF

is generally about 10 percent of your daily calorie burn, and

can be nudged a little by eating multiple small meals, drinking

more stimulant beverages (like coffee, tea, or Red Bull),

consuming more chile peppers, and eating more protein.

Your physical-activity energy expenditure, or PAEE, is the

sum total of your workouts, plus other activities like walking

the dog, climbing stairs, and break dancing. It can be anything

from zero to a substantial number, depending on whether

you're more enamored of your sofa or your running shoes.

Your PAEE is the most important part of your daily calorie
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burn, because you can actually do something about it. 

The excess post-exercise oxygen consumption (EPOC) of

your workout is also known as the "afterburn," that is, the extra

calories you burn after exercise. It will be zero if you don't work

out, and a smallish number if you do.

Now, let's return to the supposed calorie-burning benefits of

strength training. We'll start with a ridiculous review of two

strength-training books that was published in The New York

Times last year. The Times story quoted one author, Adam

Zickerman, at some length. In his book, Power of 10: The

Once-a-Week Slow Motion Fitness Revolution, Zickerman says

that a single 20-minute strength-training workout burns as many

calories as 25 miles of running. As he told the Times: "Three

extra pounds of lean muscle burns about 10,000 extra calories a

month, just sitting around."

You've probably read similar claims, which often sound like

this: "Every pound of new muscle burns an additional 50 to 100

calories a day." Or "Muscle burns calories even while you

sleep."

If you believe any of this, you might also want to try doing

long runs in your sleep. It would sure beat that damnable alarm

clock buzzing on weekends.

While some personal trainers promote the calorie-burning

power of muscle, most reputable experts don't. In her book

Ultimate Fitness: The Quest For Truth About Exercise And

Health, Gina Kolata talked to Claude Bouchard, Ph.D., a world

authority on virtually all things related to obesity. His response:

Sorry, but muscle actually has a relatively low metabolic rate at

rest. 

Bouchard is likely familiar with the article "Dissecting the

Energy Needs of the Body," from a 2001 issue of Current

Opinion in Clinical Nutrition and Metabolic Care. This article

gave me new respect for my kidneys, which burn 182 calories

per day for every pound they weigh, and for my brain, which

clocks in at 110 calories for every pound it weighs. But my

muscles, damn them, are lazy. They burn six calories per pound,

barely edging out fat's two-calorie burn. In other words, if you

lose one pound of fat and replace it with one pound of muscle,

your net gain in calorie burning is four calories a day. Enjoy the

celery stick.

What Works

If you're interested in boosting your metabolism to lose

weight, aerobic training such as running and walking (and

bicycling, swimming, Nordic skiing, snow shoeing, step

climbing, elliptical training) is a better investment than strength

training. Here's why, with all figures taken from

the authoritative "Compendium of Physical

Activities." Let's say you have time to exercise

for 40 minutes a day. You weigh 150 pounds,

and you can do either 40 minutes of modest

running (8:30 pace) or 40 minutes of moderate

strength training. The tally:

Physical-activity energy expenditure

(PAEE): The running will burn 522 calories, the

strength training 136, largely because strength

training involves too much sitting and resting between lifts.

Advantage: Running, by 386 calories.

Excess post oxygen consumption: EPOC was once thought

to give your metabolism a decent boost, but the experts have

grown more conservative in their estimates. Most now believe

that EPOC burns an extra 20 to 30 calories, about the same

between aerobic and strength-building exercise, with both

dependent on the length and intensity of your workout.

Advantage: Running still leads by 386 calories.

Basal metabolic rate: As noted earlier, BMR isn't easy to

change, and increased muscle seems to boost it by just four to

six calories per pound. Also, it isn't easy to create muscle, a

dirty little secret that's rarely discussed. Eating spinach and

lifting weights don't guarantee you biceps like Popeye. Women

in particular won't find it easy to build muscle, due to their low

testosterone levels. Still, I'm in a charitable mood, so I'll give

strength training 30 extra calories a day, because you might be

diligent enough to add several pounds of muscle, and that

muscle will burn a few extra calories every time you chase the

kids, the bus, or a basketball. Advantage: Running's lead has

slipped to 356 calories per workout.

And there it stands: If you want to boost your metabolism

to lose more weight, run (or walk) around the block as much as

you can.

But first, eat less. The experts from the American Dietetic

Association and the American College of Sports Medicine all

agree, generally advising a 500- to 1000-calorie-a-day

reduction. Without this—that is, with exercise alone—few

people succeed in their weight-loss efforts. Weight loss works

best when you: (1) Eat less; (2) Add exercise to increase your

daily calorie deficit; (3) Keep exercising to keep the pounds

off.

The more you exercise, the better. The National Weight

Control Registry has followed more than 5,000 people who

have lost at least 30 pounds and kept it off for more than six

years. Their secret? They burn almost 400 calories a day in

exercise, mostly by walking. This takes an hour or more a day,

but by running you can cut that time almost in half.

When you're done, spend a few minutes on

strength-training exercises. Strength training really is good. It

adds variety to your workouts, rarely causes injuries, and can

build extra muscle to go with the enhanced aerobic fitness that

comes from continuous exercise. 

And then there's the part about looking sleeker and sexier,

and who can argue with that? 

....Source:   MSN Health & Fitness 

¤

BEST FOODS-WORST FOODS

*For each slide, all nutrition facts vary by

portion size and recipes. These are average

amounts and should not be used to count

calories in a personal diet. To get exact

figures, speak with your nutritionist. 

 Many people are fooled by this dish because

it contains eggs. But the fact is, it packs in the
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fat and cholesterol. A good amount of fat comes straight from

the sauce—a mixture of egg yolks, butter and hot sauce. 

 "Good burgers need some fat. It

keeps it nice and moist," says

Executive Chef Stephen Trojahn

of New York City's 21 Club

restaurant. All cheeseburgers are

not created equal, but they are

all fattening. Nutritionists say

the saturated fat found in them

can lead to heart attacks, strokes

and prostate or colon cancer. What are the bad ingredients? Start

with two pieces of white bread (refined sugar), cheese and fried,

fatty red meat. If you add condiments, like mayonnaise, that

makes it even worse. 

 Lavish French foods are

always fulfilling, but they can

fill your arteries, as well. Duck

is considered poultry,

but—unlike the white meat of

chicken—it is extremely fatty.

The main step in preparing this

dish is to cook it in its own fat. 

 Cheese, melted cheese and

maybe a small amount of

liquor added in. This delicious

meal isn't just fattening; it's

colon cancer waiting to

happen. Fondue will raise your

cholesterol level at an alarming

rate. 

"We call this one the 'triple

bypass special,'" says Dr.

James

 Kenny of the Pritikin

Longevity Center in Florida.

Fettuccine Alfredo is purely

pasta, cheese, butter and

cream; there's nothing

remotely healthy about it. Too

bad this one tastes so good. 

 The enemy of all Americans is

the French fry. It's the staple

food of McDonald's, and it can

accompany just about any meal.

These tasty treats are simply

potatoes (starch) deep fried in

oil. "The oils most fries are

cooked with, I wouldn't feed to

a pet," says Nutritionist Lauren

Slayton of Food Trainers in New York City. 

 "Foie Gras sounds elegant in

French, but it's liver—fatty

liver," says Nutritionist Lauren

Slayton of Food Trainers in New

York City. "Fat has more than

double the calories of protein and

carbohydrates for any portion."

Foie gras may not look like it's as

fattening as the other meals on the list, because it doesn't

contain as many calories. But think again. The 300 to 400

calories are just for the liver itself. Depending on how it is

prepared, it can weigh in at outrageous amounts of fat and

calories. 

 "It's a legend. It's been on the

menu so long, and people come

for it regularly," says Executive

Chef Stephen Trojahn of New

York City's 21 Club restaurant.

The main ingredients are cream,

butter, flour and

cheese…actually, just think of it

as chicken mixed with cheese,

and you'll figure out why

something so yummy can lead to a heart attack. 

 Deep fried and ready to clog

any artery—that's fried

chicken. And it's even more

fattening when you eat the

dark meat. "The main

contributor to most diseases

and cancers are fats that you

eat because they go rancid,"

says Oz Garcia, Ph.D., who

was twice voted the best nutritionist by New York Magazine,

"They produce a lot of free-radical damage to the body." 

 This "Italian" dish is a

casserole of cheese, pasta

and ground beef. The cheese

is the reason most people

love it, and it's also the

reason they should avoid it. 

 The General is losing the war

against healthy eating. These

pieces of chicken fat are deep

fried and covered in sugary sauce.

There's nothing even remotely

healthy about it. 
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"Sausage, pastrami and

pepperoni are some of the worse

things to put in your body," says

Dr. James Kenny of the Pritikin

Longevity Center in Florida.

The amount of fat and calories

shown here are for only one link

of sausage. It's no wonder they

pack so much fat; the tasty morsels are made from the backside

of a pig. .....Source: Forbes.com/Lifestyle Lifestyle Newsletter 

¤

THE BEST (WORST) FOODS

Nutritionists are to food what safety engineers are to the auto

industry: If they had their way, eating wouldn't be any fun at all.

That's because for most people food is about taste first, and

nutrition second. For nutritionists, unsurprisingly, it's the other

way around. In fact, they'd be happy if most of us lived on bark

and berries. Yet, as much as we might grumble about them, we

should be grateful. After all, they are the ones who keep us from

living exclusively on chicken wings, pizza and doughnuts. 

Even if we don't always eat smart, most people have a pretty

good idea of the link between foods that are high in calories and

fat, and the impact these foods have on our health. Fried foods,

foods heavy in sugar or starch and foods covered in chocolate or

grease are usually pretty easy to spot. If eating is like a

videogame, avoiding Big Macs or Ring-Dings is like winning the

first level; the more challenging adversaries are still to come. 

This is never more true than when dining at a good

restaurant. Menus, particularly after a cocktail or two, can be

hard to negotiate, especially when your appetite begins to cloud

your judgment. Even if one doesn't know exactly what

ingredients the chef used to create his Maryland Crab Cakes or

signature Risotto Milanese, it pays to be on the lookout for

potential hazards—or at least to know what they are—so that

when ordering heart-attack hand grenades, such as sautéed foie

gras, one can at least make an informed decision. 

For example, many well-heeled and normally

calorie-conscious regulars flock to restaurants where the most

popular dishes are often the least healthy. For example, New

York City’s famed 21 Club sold almost 3,000 plates of its

sinfully creamy chicken hash in 2004—no doubt to the horror of

the diners' doctors. The reason is that its main

ingredients—cream, butter, flour and cheese, in addition to

chicken—are all fat. 

"That’s what makes it good," says 21 Club’s Executive Chef

Stephen Trojahn, "Honestly, fat is the vehicle that flavor comes

from. You need some sort of fat to make food taste appealing." 

It’s a statement that can’t be disputed. The most commonly

ordered meals are usually the heavy ones, and many chefs will

agree that fat sells food. So while they bring on the flavor, your

health is suffering the consequences. 

"Most Americans dig their graves with their teeth," says Dr.

Jay Kenny, nutrition research specialist at the Pritikin Longevity

Center in Florida, but "you have to eat badly for decades before

it starts to show its damage." 

Heart disease and cancer are some of the worst results of

diets high in fatty foods. Nutritionists say about 68% of

Americans are overweight, and with such easy access to

high-fat meals, it’s no wonder. The average diet should consist

of only about 1,400 to 2,000 calories per day. Fat can make up

a portion of the calories, but it should be the monounsaturated

or polyunsaturated type found in food like avocados, nuts and

fish. So, although a cheeseburger makes a quick fix for lunch,

it packs in 1,000 calories, on average. If you add eggs Benedict

with hollandaise sauce for breakfast and meat loaf for dinner,

the total calories for the day will exceed 2,500. And that

doesn’t include side items, like snacks and drinks. 

Oz Garcia, Ph.D., who was twice voted the best

nutritionist by New York Magazine, says, "Eating healthy

becomes a ticket to prosperity; the body can’t handle such a

large volume of food after time. I’d rather be healthy enough

to run, build my company and have a great sex life." 

Although it is OK to give your arteries a workout from

time to time by digging into meat loaf or fried clams, many

nutritionists say moderation is a good start to eating right. Still,

most would suggest eliminating fatty foods completely to

ensure your health. That’s why it’s up to you to make a good

decision. You can indulge in a nice meal here and there, but

keep in mind the long-term effects it will have on your future. 

Whether dining in or out, there are some foods that always

set off our arterial alarm bells, no matter how good they taste.

That's not to say one should never eat them, because, frankly,

these foods are just too darn delicious to forgo forever. But

don't say we didn't warn you. Source:  Forbes.com

¤

DARK CHOCOLATE MAY SWEETEN THE WAY TO

HEALTH

(Ed. Note:  O Happy Day!)
If it tastes good it must be bad, so the saying goes, but

delicious dark chocolate may be the exception to the rule.

In addition to all the pleasurable sensations associated with the

sweet, it may also help lower blood pressure by an average of

10 percent while improving the body's sensitivity to insulin,

researchers report.

However, this benefit applies only to dark chocolate,

which is rich in flavonoids -- the same antioxidant compounds

found in fruits, vegetables and whole grains that are known to

help lower blood pressure, according to the report in the July

18 online edition of Hypertension.

"It turns out that chocolate is not only a pleasurable food,

but it fits in quite nicely with the other healthy

recommendations," said coauthor Jeffrey B. Blumberg, a

professor of nutrition and a senior scientist at the Jean Mayer

USDA Human Nutrition Research Center on Aging at Tufts

University. "We found that three ounces of dark chocolate per

day over several weeks reduced blood pressure in patients with

essential hypertension and also seemed to provide a benefit on

their insulin sensitivity," he added.

In their study, Blumberg's team had 10 men and 10 women

eat 3.5 ounces of dark chocolate every day for 15 days. All of

these people had high blood pressure and none were taking
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blood pressure medications.

First, the researchers had five of the men and five of the

women eat dark chocolate while the others ate white chocolate,

which contains no flavonoids. Then after another week of no

chocolate, the groups "crossed over" and ate the other chocolate.

In the 15 days they were eating dark chocolate, individuals

displayed an average 11.9 mm Hg drop in their systolic blood

pressure (the top number in a blood pressure reading) and a 8.5

mm Hg drop in diastolic blood pressure (the lower number).

However, there was no drop in blood pressure when they ate

flavonoid-free white chocolate, the researchers found.

Given these results, Blumberg believes that dark chocolate

can be good for you. "Dark chocolate can be included as part of

a healthful diet in patients who have hypertension," he said.

However, he cautioned that you can't just add it on top of

your diet. "It's still a high-calorie food. You don't want to have

excess calories or put on weight if you have hypertension,"

Blumberg said. "But as part of a healthful diet, it is something

that you can enjoy and not feel you are violating the principles of

a healthful diet."

Blumberg thinks that being able to enjoy some chocolate can

also make it easier to stay on a healthy diet that is rich in fruits,

vegetables and whole grains.

One expert sees this study as part of a body of evidence that

shows that chocolate is good for us. "Dark chocolate may be

health-promoting," said Dr. David L. Katz, an associate clinical

professor of public health and director of the Prevention

Research Center at Yale University School of Medicine.

Katz, who is doing his own research into the benefits of

chocolate, noted that chocolate is rich in not only antioxidants,

but also magnesium and fiber. "The predominant saturated fat in

dark chocolate, stearic acid, does not raise cholesterol or harm

blood vessels," he added.

"Milk chocolate and white chocolate do not offer any known

health benefits, and provide more calories, sugar, and potentially

harmful oils than dark chocolate," Katz said, but "dark chocolate

may well prove to be health food."

According to Katz, there are many unanswered questions

about chocolate: What is the optimal dose of dark chocolate?

How high does the cocoa content need to be to offer health

benefits? Who in the population stands to benefit from eating

dark chocolate? Are the benefits of liquid cocoa and solid

chocolate the same? Can people eat chocolate without gaining

weight?

"These answers, and others, will come in time," Katz said.

"For now, it's clear that not all chocolate is created equal. But it's

delicious to think that indulgence and health may both reside

beneath the same wrapper."

Another expert is more cautious. Without more definitive

data on whether chocolate promotes weight gain that might

outweigh its benefits, Dr. Jeffrey Mechanick, the director of the

Metabolic Support Service at Mount Sinai School of Medicine,

is hesitant to recommend it as a health food. "I would never tell a

heart patient or a diabetic to eat more dark chocolate," he said.

For patients who do not have these health problems,

Mechanick is more lenient. "Having a treat every once in a while

is fine," he said. "My preference is that you have dark

chocolate, because it's looking like maybe dark chocolate may

have some benefit. But there are no data to support that it's

truly beneficial. It's still unproven that it's beneficial and there

could be risks involved."

Mechanick also warned that the data about the benefits of

dark chocolate should not mean replacing other high blood

pressure therapy with chocolate. "Chocolate is not an

alternative to traditional lifestyle changes or to taking

medications to reduce risk of heart disease or to treat diabetes,"

he said. .....Source:  HealthDay News

¤

 THE KINDEST CUTS ARE UNDERWATER

Ready-to-eat fresh produce is convenient, which is why it's

one of the fastest growing segments of the grocery industry.

Sales this year are expected to top $15 billion, almost

quintuple what they were 11 years ago. However, sales might

be higher still if these foods stayed fresh longer, says Olusola

Lamikanra. As anyone who has tasted these foods recognizes,

they can begin losing some flavor—and eye appeal—shortly

after they've been peeled or sliced. 

However, Lamikanra thinks he might have a

solution—literally—to this problem: Call it immersion

therapy. 

Cutting fruits and veggies essentially wounds them.

Affected tissues respond with a cascade of physical and

chemical changes that can ultimately diminish their flavor,

texture, and shelf life. However, slicing and dicing them while

they're submerged in water can trick fruits and veggies into

thinking they haven't been wounded, says Lamikanra, a

chemist at the Agriculture Department's Food Processing and

Sensory Quality Research Unit in New Orleans. 

Chemical analyses and taste tests show that such bath-cut

produce remains fresh looking and tasting for 8 to 14

days—depending on the food—which is typically 2 to 4 days

longer than when the item is sliced in open air. 

Stress relief 

A host of electrical, chemical, and hormonal changes

commence in produce within seconds of it being peeled or cut.

Lamikanra says the fruit or vegetable's tissues interpret these

assaults as death threats, and respond defensively with protein

changes—what plant scientists call a stress response—aimed at

promoting wound healing and limiting bacterial attack.

Unfortunately, he adds, the plant's internal rally to arms comes

at a price: It speeds deterioration of the tissues. However, a

bath can melt away that stress, leaving the fresh-cut produce

relatively calm and—well, fresh. 

One reason water immersion helps, Lamikanra explains, is

that if a cut occurs underwater, the plant doesn't experience

one of its primary signals of wounding, the loss of turgor—or

hydraulic pressure—caused by the sudden release of fluids

when cells are ruptured. However, he says, "cutting

underwater prevents that sudden surge [of plant fluids],

because the water acts somewhat as a barrier." Indeed, he's

found, seeding the bath with a mineral such as calcium can
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create enough osmotic pressure in the water to virtually halt the

oozing of plant fluids from a cut. 

The soothing effect of water on the stress response seems to

persist even after the newly cut food has dried. Underwater, the

plant parts seem to come to a long-term accommodation with the

injury, Lamikanra says. Moreover, he's found, even a little

underwater surgery does the trick. 

For instance, he cut up cantaloupes in air, underwater, or in a

mix of conditions and found that even just a first cut underwater

helped preserve the fruit. 

In one cutting procedure, the researcher sliced a melon

underwater and then took half out to be dried and cut into

smaller pieces in air. The other half was kept underwater as it

was cut into such pieces there, before being exposed to air. All

the melon pieces were then placed in a refrigerator and

monitored for freshness and taste. 

The firmest and most flavorful pieces came from melon cut

entirely underwater. But even air-cut pieces from the melon that

had been halved underwater stayed fresh a few days longer than

did slices from fruit that had received all of its cuts on the

countertop. An extra benefit to submerging produce during

cutting: The water helps wash away plant enzymes that turn the

flesh of apples and other produce brown once they're exposed to

air. 

Hot news 

Another way to keep cut produce fresh longer is to heat

fruits and vegetables before they're cut to about 50/F above the

temperature at which they normally grow. Lamikanra dunked

whole cantaloupes in a 144/F bath for 1 hour before drying,

peeling, and cutting them in air. The fruit remained fresh some

60 percent longer than did cut fruit from unwarmed melons.

Work by other scientists has showed that lettuce can be protected

from brown spots by an even milder 3-minute warm-up. 

Such treatments cause plant tissues to generate what are

known as heat-shock proteins, explains Lamikanra. The presence

of these chemicals inhibits the formation of several

wound-initiated proteins. Although some of those normal wound

proteins play a role in repairing or protecting damaged tissue,

Lamikanra notes, some also impair freshness. 

The same tests revealed heat treatment brings out some

other, unidentified proteins that might play some role in keeping

the food looking and tasting good longer. 

A hot-water bath also benefited produce that will not be cut

for weeks. In one experiment, Lamikanra bathed cantaloupes in

hot water and then stored the uncut melons at 40/F. After 30

days, fruit given the hot bath looked as fresh as it did just after

bathing, he told Science News Online. In contrast, untreated

cantaloupes "were now all moldy and shriveled," he says. 

The hot bath thus appears to retard the growth of molds and

other pathogens, says Lamikanra, and holds promise for

improving the shelf life of imported produce that must be held in

quarantine. 

Cutting fruit under ultraviolet light is yet another strategy

that Lamikanra is investigating to extend shelf life and tastiness.

The radiation kick-starts a cascade of defense mechanisms in the

fruit, he says. These include the production of enzymes that

fight the oxygen-driven processes that brown and injure tissues

in fresh-cut produce. 

In the future, Lamikanra says, "we want to combine these

processes and see if we can achieve further improvements in

how long cut foods stay fresh." 

Still experimental 

None of these tactics is quite ready for prime time,

Lamikanra admits, although he reports substantial commercial

interest from food processors. The chemist notes that before

the new techniques can be scaled up for industrial testing, the

optimal treatment characteristics—such as duration, solution

chemistry, temperatures, and ultraviolet wavelengths—must be

identified for each type of fruit or vegetable. 

Several other questions should also be answered, such as:

What specific protein or enzyme changes are triggered by

cutting and to what degree are these changes altered or

inhibited by his team's novel treatments? Lamikanra would

also like to quantify how long the treatments retard produce

from turning brown and mushy. 

However, home cooks don't have to await such details.

The cutting bath is a technique anyone can employ

today—especially if preparing a week's worth of fresh fruit

salad is on the agenda. 

.....From Science News, Vol. 168, No. 8, Aug. 20, 2005
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FOR THOSE WHO NEED A WAY TO USE UP THOSE

 MULTIPLYING ZUCHHINI FROM THE GARDEN!

SCALLOPED ZUCCHINI

4 cups sliced or cubed zucchini cooked, & drained

2/3 cup undiluted regular or 2% Evaporated milk

1 – 10 oz. can low fat cream of mushroom soup

2 Tbsp. Instant minced onion

¼ to ½ tsp. dried oregano leaves

½ tsp. salt

1 cup shredded processed cheese

½ cup seasoned breadcrumbs

2 Tbsp. butter, melted

Place zucchini in buttered 12 x 7 ½ x 2” baking dish. 

Combine milk, soup, onion, oregano, & salt.  Pour over

zucchini.  Sprinkle cheese over top.

Combine breadcrumbs & melted butter, sprinkle over

cheese.  Bake in slow oven 325/ F for 25-30 minutes or

until hot in center & bubbly around edges.

Makes 6-8 servings.

¤
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